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ABSTRACT
Nowadays, cities suffer from anonymity sometimes the caretakers try to compensate it with approaches
such as the creation of specific neighborhoods, or the construction of buildings and the establishment of
specific statues in the city space. But these efforts alone cannot yield results, because to find the minimum
efficiency, they should be associated with spatial planning at the police headquarters, including
residential, commercial and administrative construction that is not the case today. The neighborhood as
one of the most important urban identification factors in the past of Iran provided a favorable environment
for the citizens. However, there is a declining process in the examination of the historical performance of
urban neighborhoods, because the performance of these centers has gradually weakened.
In this study, Michel Foucault's genealogy theory is generally used. The theory of this theory states that,
first, the knowledge of a healthy person must recognize the disease. Therefore, in order to define the
identity space, we must identify the factors that create anidentity. The applied research methodology is
descriptive-analytic. It examines the process of neighborhood identity from the past to the new one and
explores the place of new planning for strengthening neighborhood identity and satisfaction.
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I. INTRODUCTION
We are confused about identity and culture that
perhaps is because of we still have not grasped the
true concept of identity or, in other words, forget
it.Because our predecessors were aware of this
issue and provided works which are now part of
our cultural identity.Our past had a kind of
architecture that the architect was working on and
1

creativity around.At that time, authenticity was to
architecture, not to the architect.In other words,
we had an architect, not architectures, so there
was no distinction to create an identity because
identity is distinct.When the West stated that, "I
think I'm back," architecture was created by the
architect.An Architect replaced to architecture
[1].From the time of entering the planet, man has
been dealing with the meaning of space
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surrounded him, the paintings and decorations left
over from the oldest human settlements represent
this matter that even when he was staying in the
dark caves, by using paint and decoration he tried
to make this place beautiful.Yes! From the far past
until recently, the living space of human beings
has always been in a continuous, but
inspirational,the interplay between "space" and
"man."But today, the concepts of the past, whether
in smallscale, which is the same as a hut, or the
larger scale that covers the street and the field, and
ultimately the city, are no longer meaningful.Our
living space is overflowing with elements that only
partially meet our operational and welfare
needs.And he does not pay attention to human
psychological and emotional needs.The elements
that cut off our belonging to our culture and
history as a whole, and only suggest an inseparable
modernity around us [2]. In the mid-twentieth
century, following the development of the global
communications network and the expansion of
capitalist markets, the territorial boundaries were
broken
and
traditional
identities
were
confused.Particularly, the issue of globalization
was introduced as a comprehensive program by
some Western countries and was gradually being
implemented, as a special area, it has been raised.
In which the movement and the identity of the
person began in order to unify the behavioral,
Worldview, and mental models. [3]."A stream that,
according to some researchers, instead of
"globalization," it could be interpreted as
"becoming a Western." The expansion of the
internet and other public media over the past two
decades, the issue of maintaining religious
identities, national and ethnic make it more
complicated and difficult [4].
The concept of
identity is more or less present today.In 1950, in a
book called "Congregation", in 1960, in a book
entitled "Identity and Anxiety"was written about
minorities
and
blacks.
"Today,
various
interpretations of the concept of identity can be
presented each of which sets requirements,
priorities, concerns and other hopes.These
differences are more than anything else due to the
diversity of views on the subject.In the Iranian
community, there is much talk about the identity
of architects, artists and a small group of critics,
thinkers, people,and managers which is usually
the focus of the speech, preserving old values and
preventing the entry of alien values [5].
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II. METHOD
In this study, Michel Foucault's genealogy theory
is generally used this theory states that, first, to an
understanding of a healthy person must recognize
the disease. Therefore, in order to define the
identity space, we must identify the factors that
create anidentity.
The
applied
research
methodology
is
descriptive-analytic.The required information was
gathered through observation and attendance in
the neighborhood of Baharestan,in this regard,
also were prepared identity recognition.The factors
influencing have been investigating the identity of
the neighborhood space by using the SWOT
model. According to field studies and interviews
with citizens, the strengths - weaknesses opportunities,and threats were identified.Solutions
are provided to obtain optimal strategies, which are
based on the SWOT table.
2.1. Statistical population
The place of research and review of the events
and the preparation of analysis sheets and SWOT
tables and even design in the historical context of
one of the neighborhoods of Tehran called the
Baharestan district.We willuse our own opinion of
the inhabitants of this neighborhood for research.
2.2. Information gathering tools
The Interview is the most common and powerful
collection tool. The interview also provides a tool
for data collection as a type of social interaction, it
can also be considered as a subject of research.The
most common form of aninterview, face to face
interviews, is direct and individual (Densin and
Lincoln, 1994: 363).First, it attempts to first
establish a relationship with the informer before
the interview, the goal is to provide them with basic
information. The interview questions were
designed openly. I have believed in following the
principles:
1) Continuous presence in the field to the extent
that there is not much distance between the
researcher and the informer. I have tried to activate
and direct the mind of the actor in the process of
research.
2) In the process of this research, innovations,and
ideas were formed and not all of them were
planned.After the end of the interviews, the
findings were revised and reassessed with a
collaborative
observation
fan.
Participatory
observation is a prerequisite for conducting
fieldwork and is not only possible through the
admission and practical participation of the
researcher and the acquisition of appropriate
behavior modes for different situations. In the
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process of observing the researcher, he has seen
and recorded all the behavior and movements of
the informant.The space and location of the
interview have been carefully studied.
III. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION
Recognizing the context of design
• Location of the neighborhood in district 12
The neighborhood knew today as Baharestan is
limited to the north of Enqelab Street from East to
Ibn Sina Avenue, south of Amir Kabir Street, from
Sarcheshme to Saadi, and west to Saadi Street.
(Consultant Engineers Co., Jahan Pars, 2015)

Figure 4 Aerial photoof the location of the site in 12th district
Source: Google Earth

IV. STUDY OF THE PRESENT SITUATION OF THE CITY

Figure 1 The relative position of the 12th district in Tehran
Source: Tehran Municipality
Figure 5 Green space map of Baharestan neighborhood.
Source: Consulting Engineers Co., Shahr-e-Pars, 2015

According to the green space map of the
Baharestan neighborhood, the neighborhood faces
a severe shortage of green space.
V. SURVEY OF POPULATION AND SOCIAL FACTORS

Figure 2 Aerial photoof the location of the 12th district in Tehran
Source: Google Earth

Figure3 Aerial photoof the location of the site in 12th district
Source: Google Earth
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The
neighborhood
of
Baharestan
has
20299population, including 10666 are male and
9633 are women.As it is known from the
population density map.Most blocks in a
neighborhood with a population of fewer than 200
people.

Figure 6 Mapping the population density of the Baharestan
neighborhood.
Source: Consulting Engineers Co., Shahr-e-Pars, 2015
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Investigation of the body According to the following
maps one can find that about 1/4 texture of the
neighborhood of Baharestan is worn out.

Figure 7 Population circle graph
Source: Consulting Engineers Co., Shahr-e-Pars, 2015

Picture 9 The map of the worn texture of the Baharestan
neighborhood
Source: Consulting Engineers Co., Shahr-e-Pars, 2015

Figure 8 Population bar graph
Source: Consulting Engineers Co., Shahr-e-Pars, 2015

Table 1 SWOT tables
Source: Negarande
Strengths

Economic

.1Suburban area
.2The existence of a
commercial user population
.3Increased employment
rates over a 16-year period
.4Abundance of activities
and employment
opportunities in the
neighborhood
.5Possibility to monetize
community-based activities

Strengths

Historical

.1There are many
monuments in the
neighborhood
.2Collective spaces left by the
past with historical memories
Strengths
.1The existence of museums
and historical centers in the
neighborhood
.2The existence of religious
places
.3There are two metro
stations line 2 and 4

Installations
And urban
equipment
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weak points
.1Low ground value
.2The dominance of
micro-business activities
among transnational
activities
.3Low activity of women
The existence of false and
unofficial lower education
jobs

weak points
.1Failure to properly
handle the old tissue
.2Convert old buildings to
the warehouse and
workshops

weak points
.1The lack of suitable
urban furniture
.2No lighting at night
.3Parking shortage
.4Lack of library
.5The infrastructure of
the urban infrastructure
is worn out or incomplete
..6Focusing the two
important terminals of
the bus with a short
distance from each other
.7Loading and loading

Opportunities
.1It has commercial,
administrative
features
.2A Possibility to
establish
cross-regional usage
.3Ability to attract
tourism activities
Restrict false
occupations

Opportunities
1. The memorable
nature of the
monuments
2. Use of historical
spaces for tourising
3. Ability to revive
valuable tissue
Opportunities
.1Transfer of
parking lots and
terminals within
the scope of traffic
planning
.2The possibility of
providing advanced
infrastructure
networks
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threats
1.Not attracting new
and non-traditional
activities in the
neighborhood
2.Lack of realization of
large-scale projects in
reducing the activity
of the city center and
the neighborhood
3.The lack of a system
for allocating real
estate tax to districts
and, consequently,
the neighborhood
threats
1.The destruction of
monuments

threats
.1Lack of proper
infrastructure
.2Sewage
interference with
groundwater
.3Disregard for the
services required by
the residents of the
neighborhood
The lack of a system
for allocating real
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Transportation

Physical

Aesthetics

5

Strengths
1. Deployment of the traffic
and unidirectional streets
with low widths that reduce
the traffic load on the
northern and southern
streets.
2. Improvement of public
transportation (crossings of
subway lines 2 and 4 and the
presence of gas buses)
Because of the physical
centrality of the majority of
the streets, they split from
this area and hence the
neighborhood.

problems in the
commercial sector
.8Lack of suitable park or
green space for spending
time with people of
different ages
Inappropriate
distribution of
educational centers with
different levels at the
neighborhood level
weak points
1. Low street widths on
the northern and
southern sides of the site
causing traffic in this area
2. Lower side streets that
have been converted to
park cars.
3. The presence of noise
pollution due to the
excessive movement of
cars
Lack of hierarchy of the
network of passages

1. The existence of bare land
in the neighborhood
2. The presence of valuable
religious monuments as a
sign of the readability and
identity of the complex and
surrounding buildings

1. Inaccuracies in the
inaccuracies
of
the
abandoned buildings and
inactivity
of
the
abandoned
administrative edges
2. Failure to allocate per
capita necessary space for
parking
3. Disturbance in City
View and Street View
4. Burnout
High texture and building
5.
To
prevent
the
establishment
of
workshop and warehouse
activities in residential
building
6.
Compressed
and
fine-grained texture that
can only be renewed if
combined
7. Failure to observe per
capita

Strengths
1.The existence of historical
decorations in the Masoudiya
mansion reminds the
historical identity of the
neighborhood.

weak points
1. The lack of unity and
rationality in morphology
2. The dimming of nature
and vitality inside the
buildings and topology
changes
3. Failure to comply with
urban proportions

estate tax to districts
and, consequently,
the neighborhood

Opportunities
1. Establishing
appropriate tables
for pedestrian
protection and
assistance in
collecting current
water
2. Utilization of
unpredictable land
for public parking
3. Possibility to
create trails from
within historical and
urban context
Disconnecting
high-profile circles
around the
neighborhood and
downtown
1. Use abandoned
building to create
recreational utilities
2. Strengthen the
index buildings
assigns
3. The Possibility of
restoring valid
residential identity
in the past through
modernization by
maintaining the
general pattern of
texture
Utilize urban
landscapes to create
green spaces

Opportunities
1.Renovation of
Damaged Area
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threats
1. The lack of privacy
of the cavalry and
pedestrians in the
passageways of the
safety of pedestrians
is jeopardized.
2. When the cars
enter the residential
area of the
neighborhood, the
calm residents are
gone.
Extreme congestion
and slowing down of
speed and insecurity
for pedestrians

1. Durable and old
buildings and
earthquake damage
2. Attack of the
workshop and
warehouse activities
in the residential
context
3. Abandoned
buildings are a threat
to visual comfort
4. Failure to allocate
the necessary per
capita amount to
create the appropriate
green space for the
leisure time of
residents of the
neighborhood
5. No active user at
night
The lack of public
parking in the
neighborhood and the
resulting traffic
congestion
threats
1. Create multiple
visual nodes
2. Decreasing sense of
belonging to the
neighborhood
Not paying attention
to the texture of the
area in the height
dimension
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This research in Baharestan neighborhood is
analytical – descriptive one.The research focuses
on three dimensions of physical, semantic, and
social dimensions of neighborhood identity.The
findings show that the Baharestan neighborhood
has become degenerate and meaningless in terms
of typology and morphology in the construction of
buildings.And this same change in the quality of
life has reduced the inhabitants and undermined
their relationship with the environment and
culture of the past.As a result, people's sense of
belonging has diminished so this matter has
caused
the
reluctance
of
people
to
socialize.Therefore, we try to combine the
architecture of the day with the Qajar architecture
symbols to restore the soul of the past to the
neighborhood life.
VI. CONCLUSION
Today, cities suffer from anonymity, which
sometimes seeks to compensate for such
approaches, such as the creation of specific
neighborhoods, the construction of buildings, and
the setting up of specific sculptures in the city.But
these efforts alone cannot yield results, because,in
order to be able to achieve a minimum level of
efficiency, they should be accompanied by spatial
policy at the police headquarters, including
residential,
commercial
and
administrative
construction,
which
today
is
not
the
case.Neighborhood as one of the most important
urban identification factors in the past of Iran
provided a favorable environment for citizens,
however, there is a declining process of examining
the historical course of urban neighborhoods.
Because the performance of these centers has
gradually weakened.In this study, Michel
Foucault's genealogy theory is generally used. The
theory of this theory states that, first, in order to
recognize a healthy person, he must recognize the
disease, therefore, to identify the identity space,
they must identify the factors causing anonymity.
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